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50 Organizations
To Compete For
'Most Outstanding'
Just Checking
Pat Blanchard, chairman of the Student Congress Elections Committee takes a look at some of the
campaign posters of the various candidates running for office. The annual spring elections will
take place Tuesday, and voting will be in the lobby of the Frank I. Williams Center between 8-30
a.m. and 6:30 p.m. The candidates views and campaign programs are located on pages six and
seven of this edition. VOTE Tuesday!

POLLS OPEN TUESDAY

Congress Candidates Await
Decision Of Student Body
The polls will be opened from of the Congress.
10:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Tuesday
1st VICE PRESIDENT
in the Frank I. Williams CenRunning for First Vice Presiter for the election of Student dent are Charles Johnson, a
Congress officers, according to junior math major from WayL. W. Hartley, president.
cross, and James Stapleton, a
Eleven candidates are seeking sophomore physical education
positions as president, first vice major from Wrightsville.
president, second vice president,
Johnson is past president of
secretary and treasurer.
the sophomore class and served
PRESIDENT
as secretary of Alpha Gamma
Vying for the position of Pre- Pi and treasurer of Phi Mu
sident, are Dan Broucek, a junior Alpha. He is vice president of
music major from Statesboro, Kappa Phi Kappa and is a
and John McCormack, a junior member of the German Club
Chemistry major from States- and the Cone Hall House Counboro.
cil.
Broucek is past president of
Stapleton played on the freshWestminister Fellowship, presi- man basketball team and is on
dent of Phi Mu Alpha, vice the George-Anne sports staff. He
president of Alpha Gamma Pi, is a pledge for Kappa Phi Kapand a member of the Philhar- pa.
monic Choir and German Club. The First Vice President of the
McCormack is a member of Student Congress is chairman of
Wesley Foundation and Alpha the Social Committee and is resGamma Pi.
ponsible for scheduling all soThe duties of the President of cial events of GSC. He serves
the Student Congress as listed during the absence of the presin the constitution are to pre- ident.
side at all meetings, chair the
2nd VICE PRESIDENT
Executive Committee, appoint
Keith Arnsdorff, Jackie Mulall other committees, serve as lis, and Roger Jessup are canspokesman for the student body didates for the office of Second
and serve as executive Officer Vice President.

Twelve GSC Professors Promoted
Twelve Georgia Southern fa- were promoted to the rank of
culty members received promo- assistant professor. Leaving the
tions in rank which were ap- rank of Instructor are Mrs.
proved by the Board of Regents Mary Lucy Mikell, speech;
of the University System at last and Arthur Sparks, mathemaweek's meeting, according to tics.
Dr. Zach S. Henderson, presiThe recent promotions bring
dent of the college.
the number of Professors at
Promoted to the rank of Pro- Southern to 33. Seventeen Assofessor were Miss Frieda Ger- ciate Professors, 61 Assistant
nant, art; Carl F. Hankins, Professors, and 23 Instructors
business administration; Harold complete the total number of
T. Johnson, education; David faculty members.
A. Ruffin, English; Otis H. SteDr. Henderson recommended
phens, political science; and the promotions late in March,
Walter Rollin Williams, indus- and the Regents gave their aptrial education.
proval last wek. Henderson alFour faculty members were so stated that no faculty mempromoted to the rank of Asso- bers would be promoted to the
ciate Professor. They are: Clair rank of associate professor unI. Colvin, chemistry; Robert less they held a degree higher
F. Lewis, education; Thomas than Masters.
Mariani and Richard J. StebThe GSC President also stated
bins, health and physical edu- that over 20 persons have been
cation.'
recommended for faculty and
Two m-s of the faculty staff positions next year.

The Committee of Campus Organizations decided Monday night
the policies and procedures to be used when campus organizations
are rated far Honors Day awards.
Awards will be given ito the outstanding organization in each
of four categories during the Honors Day ceremonies on May 10,
according to Pat Blanchard, chairman of the Committee of Campus Organizations.
Approximately 50 organiza- dance at organization meetings,
tions will compete in the four 5 points; and outstanding pubcategories—service, profession- licity, 10 points.
al, departmental, and interest.
The Committee discussed the
Eighty percent of the organiza- selection of judges for the ations are within the first three
(Continued on Page 9)
categories.
The fourth category, interest,
was created this year to insure
"fair representation for all organizations," stated Blanchard.
Organizations will be judged
for
awards
by information
sheets which will be completed
at a meeting of the Committee
of Campus Organizations next
A fee of 35 cents from all
week.
seniors participating in the
Each organization will sub- annual Lantern Walk Tradition
mit a sheet stating the name will be due next Friday, accordof the organization and the cate- ing to James Rainwater, presigory (service, professional, de- dent of the senior class.
partmental, or interest) as listRainwater said the tradied in the new college catalog. tional "final" march around
POINT SYSTEM
campus by all the seniors will
A list of projects and other take place on M'ay 30. The fee
work done by the organization was established to pay for the
will be rated on a point system. cost of the Japanese Lanterns
The criteria used in judging the which will be used for the ocorganizations are: purpose and casion.
objectives, 60 points; internal
The fee may be paid to Rainactivities, 10 points; campus- water or Dr. Tully S. Penningwide activities, 15 points; atten- ton, sponsor of the senior class.

Fees For Senior
'Lantern Walk'

Are Due Friday

Arnsdorff is a junior history
major from Springfield. Mullis
is a sophomore physical education major from Hawkinsville.
Jessup, a junior industry major from Portal, is recording
secretary of Alpha Phi Omega
and is a dormitory and student
assistant.
The Second Vice President is
Chairman of the, Committee of
Campus Organizations and is in
charge of setting up. criteria for
the_ Outstanding Organizations AOutstanding Organizations A(Continued on Page II)

International Relations
Professor Speaks Today
By BRYANT YOUMANS
Staff Writer

Dr. Richard L. Walker,x the
James F. Byrnes Professor of
International Relations and Director of the Institute of International Studies at the University of South Carolina will
speak this morning at 10:30 in
the Marvin Pittman School auditorium.
The appearance of Dr. Walker marks the third speaker in
the series of Social Science
Lecturers for this year. Walker will continue his lectures tomorrow at 10:30 a.m.
Dr. Walker received his Ph.D.
from Yale h* the field of International Relations. Later, he
became assistant professor of
History at that institution.
Walker has also served as
Visiting Professor at the National Taiwan University in
Formosa, at the University of
Washington, and at the National War College in Washington.
His present assignment at
the University of South Carolina was organized in 1959.
This assignment included Walker's attainment of the endowed

chair.
he is also a dynamic and forceAccording to Dr. Jack N. ful lecturer."
Averitt, chairman of the division of social science, Walker
has "lectured and traveled
widely in the United States as
well as abroad."
Walker was the keynote
speaker for the United States
delegation at the Southeast
Asia Treaty Organization
(SEATO) Conference on
"Countering Communist Subversion In The Philippines in
1957." In 1960, he was the
United States delegate to the
25th International Congress of
Orienialist in Moscow.
Furthermore, Walker has
served in the capacity of educational consultant for the Standing Committee on Communism
sponsored by the, American Bar
Association.
Walker is a leading authority on Modern China and the
Far East. He is the author of
five books, one is entitled
"China Under Communism."
In commenting on today's
lecturer, Dr. Averitt said that DR. RICHARD L. WALKER
"Walker is not only academic
Speakes Today
in his approach and interpreInternational Relations
tation of the Far East, but
Professor at USC

Honors Day Plans
Near Completion
Plans for the annual Honors Day Convocation will be completed within the next two weeks, according to Dr. Tully S. Penmngton chairman of the Georgia Southern Honors Committee
The program gets underway on May 10 at 10 a.m. All thud and
■fourth p" iod classes will be dismissed so that all students may attend
academic dean.
■
tend the program,
p B
. stated Paul F. Carroll,
and the Bulloch Herald
Guest speaker for the occas- Journalism Award.
s James R. Golden, manOther awards are: The Natager of the Ford Motor Com- ional Business Education Award
pany's Atlanta Regional Office the Wall Stret Journal Award,
of Civic and Governmental Af- the Delta Sigma Pi Award, the
fairs.
Home Economics Award, and
The Honors Committee will the Rockwell Company Merit
recognize three groups of un- Award.
dergraduate students during the
Other members of the Honors
convocation. The first group will Committee are: Miss Hassie
consist of students who have McElveen, librarian; Hubert F.
maintained a 3.8 grade average McAllister, assistant professor
for five consecutive quarters.
of history; Mrs. Vervil Mitchell,
Seniors who have displayed assistant professor of home ecoLOOKOUT, HERE COMES THE BARBER! Britain's top three
outstanding leadership and un- nomics; Don Coleman, asso
selfish service to the college ciate director of admissions; Actually it isn't that bad, and these long, shaggy haired guys represent one of appear on campus
will compose the second group. Clayton Huff, assistant profes- vocTgroups The Rollingstones, sponsored by Sigma Epsilon Chi fraternity, will
The third group will, consist sor of English; and Dr. Ralph May 4, for a concert in the W. S. Hannar Building
of students who have earned K. Tyson, dean of students.
medals, cups and special awards during the year for par- News In Brief
ticipation in college activities.
Special awards include the
Hester Newton Award, given
annually, to an outstanding student in the division of social
science; the Alpha Psi Omega
Award, given each year to the
student contributing most to the
Folksingers ■ from
colleges on South Main.
advancement of the college theThe car wash will begin at
throughout the Southeast will
9
a.m. and continue until 5
atre.
gather in Willingham Chapel on
Other special awards consist the campus of Mercer Univer- p.m., and a pick-up and delivof the Statesboro Music Club sity May 21-22,, for the fifth an- ery service will be available.
The price will be $1 per cair,
Award, the Sigma Alpha Iota nual Georgia Collegiate Folkand proceeds from the project
Award, the Alumni Association
song Festival.
will go to the summer missions
Award, the Alpha Rho Tau AThe Friday performance will program sponsored by the Bapbegin at 8 p.m. and the Satur- tist students of Georgia.
day performance will get underway at 2:30. Admission is free.
COASTGUARD
According to Dr. Ben W. GrifCollege seniors or graduate
fin, director and founder of the students can fulfill their mili-]
festival, it is among the oldest tary obligation as officers in
collegiate folk festivals in the the U. S. Coast Guard in classcountry, having started before es that will convene in Septemthe recent boom in folk music. ber and February at the Coast
The Apollos, a new instrumenThe Mercer festival specializ- Guard Reserve Training Center
tal group on campus, will play es in traditional folksongs and in Yorktown, Va.
at a dance tomorrow night spon- blue-grass type instrumentals.
Qualified applicants will be
sored by Sigma Epsilon Chi.
No amplified instruments are notified of selection for Officer
The dance will be held at the used. Informal workshops and Candidate School before they
National Guard Armory from playing sessions are held during enlist.
The selected college graduat7-30 p.m. to 11:45 p.m., and the weekend.
Singers and groups expected ed will receive 17 weeks of
admission will be $1 at the door
to perform are Ted Borek, the training and will then be comonly.
Madrigals, the Don-Jets, the missioned as ensigns and will
The group is composed of four Kinsmen, Tut Taylor's Blue- serve on active duty for three
students of GSC, Ralph Witsell, grass Band, the Emory Blue- years.
on lead guitar; Jim Youmans, grass Band, Alfred Willingham,
Coast Guard officers receive
of rhythm guitar; Tom Pres- Betty Baker, Mrs. Mike Briles, the same pay and benefits as
ton, on bass guitar; and Pat Mrs. Walter Brown, Jane Shaw officers of other Armed Forces
Ray, on drums. and a singing group from Geor- receive. This includes an annual
leave of 30 days along with free
gia State College.
medical and dental care.
Duties
of
the peacetime
BSU
Dance for Tomorrow Night
The Baptist Student Union will Coast Guard include law enhas been Postponed until furhold a car wash tomorrow at forcement, search and rescue,
ther notice.
Mac's Standard Service Station oceanographic research, ocean
station patrols, and the mainVote For The Candidate Of Your Choice,
tenance of aids to navigation.
THE"GEORGE-ANNE
APRIL 23,1965
PAGE 2 For additional information on
the Coast Guard Officer Candidate School, write: Commandant (PTP-2), U. S. Coast Guard
Headquarters, Washington, D.C.
20226.

Folksingers Gather At Mercer

For Annual Festival May 21-22

The George-Anne
Urges All Students T©
Vote In Tuesday's

STUDENT CONGRESS
ELECTIONS

Sig Eps Sponsor
Dance Saturday

Polls Will Open at

Night At Armory

o*^v a« in*

and will close at
6:30 p. m.
Voting Will Take Place
in
The Lobby Of The
Student Center

BUT VOTE!

ELECT

Danny Broucek
PRESIDENT
STUDENT CONGRESS

Support Your
GEORGE-ANNE
Advertisers!
COLLEGE

MEN

—EARN—
$1,000 while in School
$3,000 this Summer
Scholarship Awards
Also Available
Write P. O. Box 517
Augusta or P. O.
Box 451
Statesboro, Ga.

Mac's Standard Station
IS THE COLLEGE STUDENT'S STATION
... USE ANY SERVICE FREE —
Vacuum Cleaner, White Wall Cleaner
MAC NEVER CHARGES TO START
A STUDENT'S CAR!
— VISIT MAC'S TODAY! — f

'Seasons' Postpone Concert;
Laryngitis Stated As Cause
By TOM KrNG
News Editor
The Four Seasons, who were
scheduled to appear tonight at
Georgia Southern College at
8:30 p.m. in the W, S. Hanner
Building, have postponed their
engagement due to an illness
contracted by two members, of
■ of the nationally recognized recording group.
"We received a phone call
this morning from a doctor in
Beverly Hills, California, who
informed us that two members
of The Four Seasons had be' come ill with a case of laryngitis and could not appear,"
.stated Jimmy Hilliard, treasurer of Sigma Epsilon Chi, '

service fraternity that was to
sponsor the appearance of the
group.
According to Hilliard, Sigma
Epsilon Chi has a choice of any
date for the appearance of the
"Seasons" after the illness has
passed.
"We will know the exact date
that they will appear on Saturday and will release this information as soon as it is made
available," he stated.
Commenting on the problem
of tickets, Hilliard stated that
the holders of tickets will have
their money refunded if they
wish, although the same tickets
will be valid for the upcoming appearance of the group.

Comprising The Four Seasons are: Frankie Valli, a native of Newark, N. J., who
plays the drums.. Tommy DeVito plays the guitar and is the
baritone singer for the group.
Nick Massi, who plays the
bass and the guitar, is a selftaught musician from Bloomfield, N. J. Bob Baudio plays
the organ and is the only member of the group who is not
a native of New Jersey. Gaudio
has written all the hit songs
that The Four Seasons have recorded."This was beyond the control of Sigma Epsilon Chi and
we, regret it worse than anyone
else," Hilliard added.
Rolling Stones
The Sig Eps are also sponsoring the appearance of the
Rollingstones, the number three
English group of world - wide
! fame, who will appear at Southern May 4, in the Hanner
Building.
The 'Stones' are ranked num- 'FOUR SEASONS' CANCEL GSC ENGAGEMENT
ber three behind the Beatles
Group Was Scheduled For Concert In Hanner Gym Tonight
and the Dave Clark Five. They
have appeared on the Ed Sullivan Show and have performed before capacity crowds in
Washington, New York and Chicago.
Three additional groups to apThe library science program 304 will be taught in 1965, and
pear along with the Rollingstones. Tentatively scheduled has undergone some ■ changes library science 302 and 303 in
are The Roeman, The Revelons, which will be effective fall 1966.
The courses are open to junand the third group yet to be quarter 1965-66, according to
M'ary B. Ginter, instructor in iors and seniors only. However,
announced.
library science.
Miss Ginter stated that adviseThe four courses in library ment during the freshmlan and
science will be offered each sophomore years will help in
Kerry' Strong Selected
year in the sequence set up in scheduling the undergraduate
. Miss Kerry Strong, a senior the new college catalog.
program in library science.
Home Economics major from
Library
Science
301
and
304
Perry, has been selected as the
recipient of the Georgia Nutri- are taught in the fall; library
science 302 in the winter; and
tion Council Scholarship for gralibrary science 303 in the spring
duate study in nutrition.
The names of some of the
■ Miss Strong will study at the courses have been changed to
University of Tennessee in the describe more aptly the nature
Dr. Zach Henderson, presiSchool of Home Economics be- of the course. Library science
dent of the Georgia Education
ginning in September 1965.
304 is now Selection and Use of Association, will serve on a panIn addition to being active in Books and Related Material, in- el at the convention of the
several campus organizations, stead of Children and Young Georgia Congress of Parents
M'iss Strong was elected as Se- People's Reading.
and Teachers on April 21, at
cond Vice President of the ColAccording to Miss Ginter, li- Jekyll Island.
lege Chapter of the Georgia brary science 303 should follow
A youth panel consisting of
Home Economics Association library science 301 and 302.
four youth leaders from Glynn
and was one of eighteen senThe summer school program County and the adult panel wilL
iors elected to "Who's Who in will continue with two courses present disccussion that carry
Colleges and Universities" at being offered each summer out the convention theme,
Georgia Southern.
quarter. Library science 301 and 'Making a Community."

Library Science Program Sees
Revisions Effective Fall Quarter

Henderson Will

Serve On Panel

*JL*
IN THE DRINK
Professor John B-eegle of the division of business administration
was installed formally and informally as Chief faculty advisor for
Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity. The APO's, to show
their affection, promptly tossed Beegle in the campus lake after
the installation meeting.

WANTED:
COSMETIC
DISTRIBUTORS
MEN or WOMEN
STUDENTS
APRIL 23, 1965

Monday—

Tuesday—

SHRIMP BASKET — Cole Slaw, Hush Puppies, French
Fries — $1.25
ALL THE FISH YOU CAN EAT — served with Cole
Slaw, F. F. Hush Puppies, Tartar Sauce — $1.00
BEST PIZZAS YOU EVER TASTED — All 9" Pizzas — .75

Wednesday—

ITALIAN SPAGHETTI — All you can eat Parmesan
Cheese, Garlic Butter, French Bread — 98c

Thursday-

"FROM THE GRILLE" - Chopped Sirloin Steak, F. F.,
Lettuce and Tomato garnished with Onion Ring — 98c

Friday—

COLONEL SANDERS Kentucky Fried Chicken
Lickin Good" — $1.25 Ask for more!

"Finger

BREAKFAST
Did you know at the Paragon you get—One farm fresh egg (cooked any
style) bacon, sausage or ham—grits or potatoes—toast, jelly, coffee and
refill for 50c.

For Interview, write Box 132
Statesboro, Georgia
THE GEORGE-ANNE

Sunday—

SPECIALS

PAGE 3

THIS WEEK WINNERS ARE:
BREAKFAST
SUN.—ED JORDAN
MON.—ROBERT MORGAN
TUES.—EVERETTE WALEA
WED—ANN DEAL
THURS.—FAY FRANKUM
FRL—LARRY KEA

SPECIAL
SUN.—MILES COX
MON.—JUDY CROCKER
TUES.—JESSE KING
WED.—NORMAN SWARD
THURS.—CLYDE STRICKLAND
FRL—RUTH WILSON

GEORGE -ANNE
JANICE McNORRILL, Editor
RICHARD GREEN

HOYT CANADY

Business Manager

Associate Editor
TOM KING
News Editor

THE ELECTION AND THE NEW CONGRESS
Student Congress elections will
take place Tuesday, and the present
Congress is expecting the largest turnout in the school's history. The GeorgeAnne hopes the percentage of voters
will be as high as anticipated because
we feel that the new Congress members will have an opportunity to make
student government at Southern more
important that it has ever been in the
past.
The Congress hopefuls have
stated their platforms and purposes in other pages in this week's
edition. We urge all students to
read the views of the eleven candidates before casting their ballots.

The George-Anne, as usual, will
not endorse any particular candiiate,
but we feel that certain issues
concerning the role of Student Congress as a governing body need careful consideration by the new members,
"lame-duck" members, and the student
body as a whole.
We would like to see the Congress
take some voice in the distribution of
the Student Activity Fee. The GeorgeAnne has no complaints about the way
the fee has been distributed in the
past, but we feel that if the Congress
Finance Committee could aid in planning the use of the fee, the Congress
and the students themselves would be
more aware of the money needed to
finance the athletic programs, the campus publications, the Campus Life Enrichment Committee's attractions, and
the Student Congress affairs.
However, we do not wish to see
the money appropriated to the Congress through the activity fee become
used for so-called big-name entertainment. A separate fee has already been
established for this purpose, and if

gas-

more" definite action concerning the
control of this fee were taken, the
Congress attempts to obtain social attractions would be greatly improved.
We feel that the Congress should
use the money from the activity fee
for more worthwhile purposes such as
sending delegates to student government conventions and sponsoring the
.appearance of nationally famous personalities (other than folk groups), as
well as providing for its own internal
affairs.
We would also like to see the
Congress take a more active part in
planning such activities as orientation,
Honors Day, and the selection of candidates for "Who's Who In American
Colleges and Universities."
The George-Anne would like to
see the Congress consider new programs such as the establishment of
more honorary, academic, and professional societies at Southern.
The opportunities for the new Congress to provide GSC with a more balanced social, academic, and cultural
atmosphere are innumerable. However,
the job of governing student affairs at
Georgia Southern is no easy task.
As campus leaders and as potential future leaders, the Congress members will be called upon to make many
decisions and assume leadership responsibility. Mistakes will be expected,
but these mistakes should be those of
the members themselves; and they
should be able to profit from them.
Thus, the campus leaders of today will
be more adequately prepared to accept
their individual roles in society when
they leave the Congress and Georgia
Southern College.

A FITTING TRIBUTE

Georgia Southern College, in the
opinion of The George-Anne, has two
head coaches who have rolled up some
highly impressive records, not only in
their respective ahtletic fields but also
behind some dinner tables in which the
occasions have been in their honor.

tucky Colonel" has been named Coach
of the Year in Georgia four consecutive
times.

Coach J. B. Scearce and Coach J.
I. Clements have served GSC faithfully
in the athletic world and have been
honored quite frequently for the outstanding teams that have resulted from
their admirable coaching abilities.

The "dean of the diamond" is a
term used to refer to Coach Clements.
He is currently completing his 17th
season as the Eagle baseball coach.
Clements was named the NAIA Coach
of the Year in 1963. Another honor
which helped GSC baseball gain national recognition was Clements being
named President of the NAIA Baseball
Coaches Association in the same year.

Scearce, who is sometimes referred to as "Mr. Basketball of Georgia"
continuosly produces outstanding cage
teams at Southern. This year's record
of 22-5 speaks for itself. The "Ken-

The George-Anne appreciates the
many contributions made by these two
outstanding coaches and we feel the
banquet given in their honor will be
a fitting tribute to two "Eagle greats."

JANICE McNORRILL
arrested for misdemeanors and
for felonies.

Students on a recent field
trip from Georgia Southern
College gazed in awe at the
most impressive sight at the
Reidsville State Prison — the
electric chair.

Likewise they are more likely to be convicted, with reasons ranging from a lack of
understanding of their civil
rights while they are under
arrest, to a lack of funds for
the securing of adequate counsel.

The chair is a square, wooden structure painted white. It
looks as though it should be
sitting in a museum next to a
model of a French guillotine.
For many
criminals, the
chair has been
the end of a
journey that
might have, begun in any part
of the state

^Jfc

^*d

A third reason offered by
those who wish to abolish the
practice of capital punishment
is that the rate of crime and
method of punishment bear little correlation. It has been
said that the threat of capital
punishment sometimes succeeds only in increasing the
risk factors to the point where
the gambler finds them attrac-

witn tne enact

"

tive.
The man who adamantly opposes capital punishment is
R. P. Balkcom, warden at the
Reidsville prison. He told Georgia Southern students that he
had never witnessed an execution.

■tangH I ment of any
I crime which carI ried with it the

Pe'nalty ofu caP!"
tal punishment.
It's a long journey that has
led from the scene of the
crime, through the courtroom,
into the winding prison corridors of the penitentiary and into
death row.
McNorrill

The use of the electric chair
in carrying out executions is
a controversial issue which
has been constantly attacked,
criticized, or defended by prison authorities, ministers, politicians, laymen and others.
What are the pros and cons
of capital punishment?
Those who oppose it maintain first that no human being has the right to take another's life. Recalling the commandment that "Thou shalt
not kill," they prefer to leave
the most severe penalty, death,
to an authority higher than
themselves.
Next, the inequities which
exist in our society and which
are carried into the court may
also be pointed out. It is a
well-known fact that persons
from the lower socio-economic
classes are more likely to be

What about those who favor
capital punishment? Their reasons for favoring the policy
seems to center around the
idea that the general welfare
of all the state's citizens are
affected when a crime is committed. They cite examples of
criminals who are paroled and
then commit another equally
offensive act. The person who
repeatedly poses a threat to
society, they maintain, should
be executed.
This Puritan from of vengeance in those who agree that
a person must "pay for his
crime" is poorly disguised even
in the 20th century. When a
seemingly senseless act is committed, public outcry demands
compensation for the loss.
A study of capital punishment is presently being conducted by a state commission
set up for the purpose of examing Georgia's policy of capital punishment and for making
recommendations for its continued use or for its abolition.

TO THE

LETTERS EDITOR

©

Had the holier-than-thou brothers not come out, in an ad
Congratulations to the broth- yet, against unusual conduct,
ers of APO for their coura- the subject probably would not
geous stand against what ever have even come to the attention
of the student body.
they are taking a stand against.
As all of us remember, it
I was not aware of any conspiracy to commit mayhem by was a somewhat unusual set of
circumstances that set off last
the students of this college. It year's riots. I believe that if
seems to me that the best thing there are no unusual occurrenan individual or a group can ces this year, there will be no
do to promote acts of violence riots.
that have not materialized is to
Bill Muller
come out against them.

Dear Editor,

THE GEORGE-ANNE

APRIL 23, 1965
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THE GEORGE-ANNE
The opinions expressed
herein are those of the
student
writers
ond
not necessarily those
of the college administration ond faculty.

Entered as second class
matter at Post Office
M Georgia Southern
College, Georgia Southern
Branch, under
act of Congress.

Editorial Board: Janice McNorrill, Richard Green, Hoyt
Canady, Torn King.
Assistant News Editor: John Eden.
Sports Editor: Ron Mayhew.
Sports Staff: Mike Eubanks, Leland Rogers, James Stapleiton, Glenda McMichen, Paul Allen, Jimmy Kirkland.
Circulation Manager: Bucky Watson.
Faculty Advisor: Richard J. Mandes.

,
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BRYANT YOUMANS
,

Pressure On President
To End Viet Nam War
By BRYANT YOUMANS

UTTLE MAN_ON CAMPUS

before a negotiation? Some peoA part of this movement for
ple would advocate this policy. immediate negotiation is being
If the United States with- supported by university and
college professors.
For exdraws at this very moment, we ample, a recent "open letter"
will not only lose face, but it was sent to President Johnson
will risk losing all of Southeast signed by 156 college professors.
They condemned the action takAsia to the Communists.
en by the United States in the
The peace negotiators would bombing of North Vietnam.
counter this argument by sayIt should be noted that this
ing that it is better to lose face agitation for negotiation really
than American blood. This is didn't get under way until the
true, but American blood has United States retaliated against
been spilled before in order to North Vietnam attacks.
It seems that our position is
halt Communist advancement.
to remain firm in that country
The reader should not get the called Vietnam until the Comimpression that this writer ad- munists are ready to come to
vocates war—far from that, but the peace table. To withdraw
the point is that these agitators from Vietnam at this moment
should realize that everything would be suicide because the
OPCODE I ZEtAElfiteZ YOUR WARNING A^UT
can't be settled in such idealis- Communists would be closer to
their conquest of all Southeast
H i AA—eo i woze AH aep vzeee."
tic terms.
Asia. To withdraw from VietMORE INFORMED
nam would only result in fight- FROM OTHER
COLLEGES
ing another "Korea."
""""~~~~~~~~—m
'
These agitators for immediate negotiation seem to indicate that they are more informed about the situation in
Vietnam than either the presisupport
Tour
_Support Your
dent, the Defense Department
or any of the top government
officials. How could it be possible that these people know
more about the stragetic situaAdvertisers!
tion in Vietnam?
(ACP)—Two University of Ca- "real thing" in sit-ins savs th*
Y
Wornia, Berkeley, fraternities Daily Californ.an
believe they have found the
Until noon one Saturday, the
Sigma Alpha Epsilons and the
Hoyt Canady
Alpha Kappa Lambdas were
locked in a life, and death struggle to see who could sit in a
chair the longest.

Recently much pressure has
been applied upon President
Johnson to halt the bombings
in North Vietnam and to bring
an end of the war in that country. This pressure has been exemplified in recent demonstrations in the "so called march
on Washington."

YOUMANS
These demonstrations are now
a part of a nationwide movement for an immediate negotiation in the war-torn country
of Vietnam.
FREE AND INDEPENDENT'
The United States' position is
that Vietnam is to become a
free and independent country
Certainly this country wants
peace and not war; but, can
the United States retreat'even

Religious Emphasis Wtek
Meaning Is Misinterpreted
By WINFRED L. GODWIN
Director, Southern Regional
Education Board

which this week re-quired of
religious groups could he used
Wore effectively in other enReligious Emphasis Week, deavors throughout the year.
now being observed at many
Needs Overhauling
colleges and universities
J. Claude Evans, chaplain
throughout the South, is, like at Southern Methodist Univermany other cherished tradi- sity, argues that the week
tions, currently under fire. In needs overhauling, but not
fact, it has disappeared al- necessarily disposal. It must
together from many campuses be revamped to bring in "the
throughout the nation.
relevance of Christianity to our
The Reverend Malcolm Boyd, culture," he says.
Indications are that this is
Episcopal Chaplain-at-Large to
universities campuses, recently what some campuses are atattacked the whole concept as tempting. For example, Rod
"blasphemous," explaining that Sterling, the noted television
relegating religion to a spec- writer, recently made a series
ific week implied that it is of talks on the moral and ethiirrelevant to the dynamic flux cal problems of influence in
and change on the American mass communications media
during Florida State Univercampus today.
John E. Cantelon, Chaplain sity's annual Religion-In-Life
at the University of Southern series.
Religion-In-Life week at High
California, writing in a recent
issue of "The Christian Cen- Point College (North Carolina),
tury," regards the religious em- titled "The New Morality,"
phasis period on campus as questioned whether our morsomething more to be pitied ality today is based on Playboy magazine or on the Bible
than scorned.
and featured showings of "La
Oversimplifies
Dolce Vita," a parable of-futil"By its very nature it over- ity and spiritual decay in consimplified the relationship be- temporary Rome.
tween faith and higher educaVirtually Ignored
tion," h« says. "It was best
Barbara Ward, noted British
suited to a simple gospel and commentator on contemporary
is still favored by denomina- economic and political probtions that make a rather sim- lems, climaxed the University
plistic approach to evange- of Florida's Religion-In-Life
lism."
week by calling on religious
Me argues that it is a one people to solve the enmities
way street, "an opportunity between nations by reaching
for the church to speak to out to the human substance in
the university but not for the every human' being.
university to speak to the
Traditionalists may shudder
church."
at these innovations. But it is
In his article, he points out true that on many campuses
that one week of religious em- this period of spiritual stockphasis often takes a full year taking for college students was
of planning; it raises questions being virtually ignored.
about religion with which it
Now many institutions are
can't deal in such a short finding that when the relevtime; and many students rec- ance of religion to daily life
ognize that their colleges use and where a dialogue is esit for "good publicity."
tablished between students and
According to his findings,
spiritual leaders, the period can
campus chaplains believed attract the time and interest
that the time and resources of studeats.

Sit-ins May Be

GEORGE-ANNE

next College Fad

Athletic Trophies-What Meaning
Do They Portray For Southern?
Students who have had an opportunity to see the inside
of The George-Anne office have probably left asking themselves about the presence of eight athletic trophies which
decorate the tops of the file cabinets and the bookcase.

Two chairs were built to scale
and donated by a national renting agency. The rules are rigorous: the sit-in cannot lie
down, stand up or lean on his
elbows.

After 12 hours, beginning at
To clarify The George-Anne's position, the present staff midnight, the SAE' gave up.
had nothingjtodo with placing'"the trophies in the office. How But Ben Reese of AKL was
heading into his 40th hour and
they got where they are is a complete planned to go for 100.
mystery; and if anyone knows how, when,
The stunt was a promotion for
and why the trophies became stored in Abbey Rents, who presumably
the college newspaper office the editor- home that sit-ins will become
ial board would appreciate the informa- the newest college fad.
* * *
tion.
DOG
HOUSE
KThe staff doesn't object to the pres(ACP) —Living as a mascot
■ ence of the trophies, and they aren't in
the way. Last year, the editorial board in a fraternity house would be
enough to drive any dog to lawvoted not to take any responsibility
breaking, says the Kansas State
Canady
should the trophies become damaged, Collegian.
and, so far, nothing has happened to
Such is the case of Brandy,
them. They just sit on' the bookcase and the file cabinets one of six mascots living in fracollecting dust.
ternities at K-State.
Brandy is on $50 bond. He
All kidding aside, the trophies portray a part of Georgia
Southerns athletic history during the 1950's. Six trophies got in trouble with the police
represent the school's basketball achievements, and two honor for violating the city leash law
and now is sticking a little closthe baseball team.
er to home, the Delta Tau DelTwo trophies were given to the GSC basketball team ta house.
for being runners-up in the 1952 and 1953 Gator Bowl TournBrandy is a 190-pound St. Beraments. Three other basketball trophies honor the Eagles for nard and is reportedly still
winning the District 25 NAIA Tournament in 1956, '57 and growing. The Delts have had
58.
him for two years.
A contest was held in the
A large baseball trophy proclaims the 1955 Eagles as
house to name the pup. The St.
Georgia Intercollegiate Conference Champions. Two others
Bernard then became Brandy
one baseball and one basketball, have no markings.
Duke of Delta Tau.
All
eight
trophies
would
make
handsome
items
for
a
j- ,
. .
,
""».'«-J^'I>- iraiu IUI a
lase care of
or him and apan.
Ii take
SS tWlnfd7' but apparently no one values the trophies point two pledge to feed him Pa
fee they
thpv should
chrmid be
ua displayed.
^;„„i J
,„„„i, >> __fj. „.
„...'*
enough to feel
week," said Steve Herbel, junMost schools would proudly exhibit athletic trophies in ior and dogkeeper.
display cases, coaches' offices, and other places where the
Brandy eats 50 pounds of dog
general public and student body can see them. Why a college food a month and has the
run of the Delt house. He has
newspaper office would have this honor defies all reasoning
However, it looks as though the trophies will remain a doghouse in the back yard,
in The George-Anne office until a display case is built or but Herbel says, "It's just a
fixture. He sleeps inside."
until the spacious new gymnasium is constructed
* * *
The George-Anne staff is also seeking a larger location
INTERNS
but it isn't because of the trophies. The staff would like to
(ACP)—From the Oklahoma
put cut its weekly paper for once without everyone catching Daily, University of Oklahoma,
claustrophobia.
Norman:
OU's senior class has estabHowever, if The George-Anne receives a new office any
time in the near future, it might not be a bad idea to reserve lished a new program that may
a special section somewhere between the editor's desk and turn out to be one of the best
"class gifts" yet. . .no sweatthe outside hallway where students could see the trophies
shirt
or senior weekends, but an
plaques, and awards that other departments of the school
administrative internship sysneglected to display.
tem.

Congress Nominees State
Views, Campaign Programs
The Questions
1. What does the purpose of
the office you seek mean to you
and if elected how do you plan
to fulfill its duties?
2. What new programs would
you like to see initiated by the
Student Congress next year?

JAMES STAPLETON
First Vice President

3. Do you think the Student
Congress should have a part in
planning the use of the student
activity fee?

1st Vice President

CHARLES JOHNSON
First Vice President

1st Vice President

1. Being first vice president
1. To me the purpose of the of the Student Congress in a trefirst vice president is essen- mendous responsibility. The
tially what it intimates. The of- first vice president is head of
4. Do you favor a revision of
fice should be filled by a cap- the social committee and is a
the Congress policy of presentable person who is well in- coordinator between the various
ing "big-name" entertainment?
formed as to the wishes of the organizations on campus.
students and the limitations pla5. Do you have any other
As head of the social commitced on the faculty and admincomments that you would like
DANNY
BROUCEK
tee the first vice president has
JOHN
McCORMACK
istration.
This
person
should
be
to make?
For President
a representative leader for he to keep in touch with the camFor President
is first and foremost a student. pus organizations in order to
President
plan the social calendar. This
President
He
should
be
able
to
work
in
committee also gets the "big1. I consider the opportunity
1. The purpose of the office
close harmony with the other name" groups for campus enmeans responsibility more than to run for president of the Stu- Student Congress members and tertainment.
, anything else because the hold- dent Congress a challenge to flexible enough to "step into the
These duties are very impor! er of the office is charged with serve my fellow students in a President's shoes" at any time. tant in helping to fulfill the redirecting the student govern- constructive manner. If elected, Above all, his primary interest sponsibility of being first vice
ment of a rapidly growing
is the college itself and the ad- president. If I were elected, I
school of 4,000 students. The I will pledge my fullest efforts vancement of education. Loyal- would try to work closely with
idea of honor and recognition to work in close conjunction ty to this task and the under- all the campus organizations
is largely overshadowed by this with the proper authorities to standing of the office and its and help plan the social calenpurpose. Fulfillment of the du- meet each challenge with con- duties is of utmost importance. dar with as few conflicts as posties of the office must be pre- sideration of the needs, desires,
If I am elected I will try my sible.
ceded by attaining a thorough and welfare of the students of
I would also try to obtain
best
to be as representative of
understanding of what the du- GSC in mind. Solving each pro"big-name" entertainment that
ties of my office and the other blem can be accomplished by the students as possible. I will
the college students would enoffices are. I will try to work hard work, patience and perse- always place the interests of
joy and appreciate. I would althe
student
body
above
my
perverence
on
the
part
of
the
cooperatively with the other
members
and the sonal ones, and strive to be as so work to the best of my abilStudent Congress members and Congress
cooperative and flexible as I ity to fulfill any other duties
all faculty members and fellow leadership of the president.
can. I will try to do the job that are a part of this office.
students for the progress and
2.
I
would
like
to
see
an
inwith all the knowledge, exper2. I would like to see some
betterment of the student life
and
critical rational type of program established so
of Georgia Southern college, ac- crease in student representation ience,
there could be closer cooperaademically, socially, spiritual- in every area of activity that thinking I possess.
tion between the Student Conly, and athletically, realizing concerns itself with the most
2. T would like to see more gress and the campus organifactor
of college
that I represent the most out- important
mat dances scheduled throughstanding institution of higher life—the student. Participation out the school year. One of the zations. In this way GSC would
in campus-wide activities should
have a closer unity on camlearning in Georgia.
be promoted and a more diver- worst of all bad feelings is lone- pus. I would also like to see
2. New Programs: (1) To in- sified activity program, should liness. Mat dances help provide
crease the number and types of be instituted. Off-campus stu- interaction of the students as a each dormitory represented by
concerts, lectures, etc., to pro- dents should have a greater basis for harmony and friend its president at the Student
Congress meetings. I feel that
vide for a more well rounded voice in planning and participat- ships. Also, serious attention!
attentior the Student Congress would then
campiis life. (2) Fulfillment of ing^ in campus matters.
should be devoted to promoting have a better representation
steps to alleviate the traffic
good student centered activities
3: Yes. The Student Congress to change the image of GSC than it now has.
problem created by 4,000 stuPerhaps a method to deterdents. 1(3) More changes for stu- is in a good position to plan from a "suitcase college" to a
dents to express their, opinions student activities and has the college where one can partake mine what "big-name" groups
on important issues. (4) Forma- responsibility and integrity to of experiences that provide for the student body wants would
tion of a specific committee or use the money wisely. 'More good mental, physical, emotion- be a good idea for the Student
Congress to work on.
council to handle fraternity and than any other organization the al, and aesthetical growth.
sorority issues. (5) More week- Student Congress has the int3. Yes, I think the Student
3. I definitely think the Stuend activities (especially dan- erest of the Whole student body dent Congress should plan the Congress should have a part in
ces and concerts) to help eradi- in mind when, they execute any use of the student activity fee planning the use of the student
cate the name "suitcase col- activity. .
'"
along avenues approved by ad- activity fee. To provide the entertainment and activities the
lege." :
4. Yes; This is a very com- visors. After all, who dishes college students desire, it is
3. Yes, Or perhaps the stuout the "green stuff" in the
plicated
problem
in
respect-to
dent body could vote on how.
necessary to have financial
the activity fee and its col- first place? The customer ex- backing. By having a part in
the money would be spent.
pects
to
get
that
for
which
he
4. "Big-Name" entertainment lection in the dorms, and more
has paid. Furthermore, we as planning the use of the actiis needed in . a. school of this research into this must be done
vity fee, it is possible to have
size. Although fraternities have before action can be taken. I college students deserve the the finances to provide for
right
to
be
treated
as
adults.
begun sponsoring "Big-names" do feel, however, that a more
these activities, and I think this
satisfactory solution can
be However, I realize that the adAT THESE FINE STORES. perhaps the Student Congress found. My main objective in re- visors know best over the long policy is a good one.
could sponsor two or three con4. The present method of precerts or concert-dances each ference to this problem would haul.
GEORGIA
senting "big-name" groups by
4.
"Big-name"
entertainment
be
to
insure
each
student
that
quarter:.
he will receive the type of en- is very good. It is fine, but I the Student Congress is a good
Albany, Joseph A. Haley
tertainment that he needs .and believe that the Student Con- method. The only revision I
Jeweler
gress should Seek and promote would make would be to sell
wants.
Athens, Foster's Jewelers inc.
individual or group talent. The tickets to these groups several
5. As a previous member of students at GSC are as good or weeks' in
advance so that
Atlanta, Maier & Berkele ;Inc.
the. Student Congress, I am better than students at other enough money could he made
aware of the responsibilities leading universities and col- to finance the backing of other
College Park, Travis M. Harbin*
and_j>roblems that occur in the leges. Originality in this area groups. Maybe two "big-name"
Jeweler
operation of the Congress, and might turn up a few surprise groups a quarter would bring in
I feel that through a logical
enough money so that the stuColumbus, Kirven's Fine
approach to each situation that packages.
dents would not have to pay a
Jewelry
5? I believe it is an honor to fee at the beginning of every
GSC will continue to grow in
Decatur, Maier & Berkele Inc.
serve
as
a
Student
Congress
ofevery respect.
quarter.
ficer! Since it is an honor, an
5. If elected to this office, I
Gainesville, Mintz Jewelers
officer should conduct himself would try to provide the colin the light of humility. No one lege students with good enterMacon, Kernagham Inc.
Your Most
wants to hear the buttons pop! tainment and I would try to
Jewelers
The offices
require
resp- work with the campus organiConvenient
Support
Your
Savannah, Desbouillons -2
onsible people who know what zations so that the college could
Stores
to do, when to do, and how to have better activities.
Store!
do. This election should be typGEORGE-ANNE
Savannah, Levy Jewelrs -2
ical of the student body in
stores
character and leadership, not dent body to establish Georgia
E. Main Street
popularity. Student Congress is Southern as the college in the
Sylvester, Joheph H.Haley,
Advertisers!
entirely responsible for the ad- state of Georgia-for higher eduJeweler
ministrative efforts of the stu- cation.

Ben
Franklin
Store
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Second Vice Presidents,
Secretaries, and Treasurers
Secretary

Jimmy Walea

bring in more "big-time" enter1. The purpose of the secretainment for the students.
f the
t?H...° .
Student Congress is
4. Yes. During the past school
bo keep an acFor
year Congress brought only two
:urate record
"big-name" groups to the camTreasurer
jf all Congress
pus. The social committee has
proceed1. The purpose of the office
^ngs and to file of treasurer means that I would no funds to depend on, therei copy if these have the responsibility of all fore it cannot take a loss. More
funds should be provided, and
-ecords with the funds of the Student Conthe students should be able to
the
advisor. gress, and I would have the refor the type of entertainThe secretary sponsibility to see that they vote
ment they want.
nust 'be an a& were
used
wisely. Also the
5. I think that the "dorm"
:ive and en- treasurer should inform the stuJACKIE MULLIS
t h u s a s t i c dents as to the amount appro- fee should be cut out. The
KEITH ARNSDORFF
Second Vice President
member of the priated to the Student Congress amount received from this could
Second Vice President
be added to the student activiPRINCE
Congress and and what it is used for.
ty fee.
help
to
promote
its
activities.
If
2nd
Vice
President
2nd Vice President
2. I believe that, the Student
I think that the library should
elected I will do my best to ful1. The second vice president, fill these duties and to play my Congress should have the pri- be open for a while on Sunday
1. The main purpose of this as the chairman of the Commit- part in furthering the develop- vilege, not only in selecting, but nights for those students who
in voting "Who's Who In Ameroffice is to head the Committee tee on Campus Organizations' ment of GSC through the Stuneed to use it.
ican Colleges and Universities."
is
presented
with
an
excellent
dent Congress.
of Campus Organizations. AlI think that a "late-minute"
I also believe that a program
opportunity to achieve a sense
2. It's hard to specify exactly should be looked into where policy should be discussed with
though this committee is rarely of harmony and cooperation beheard of, it is a vital part of twen the many organizations what innovations the Student graduating seniors can be the dean. This would be set up
Congress should work on for exempted from finals if they for all coeds on campus, giving
the Student Congress. This com- and clubs on campus. I believe
next year, for as the student have a "C" average or better. them 15 minutes per quarter
mittee approves or disapproves through close contact with these body grows, new and unforeseen Of course this would have to be that they can be late without
new organizations on campus. organizations the chairman can needs arise. However, I do feel discussed with the Academic receiving a call-down.
help these clubs towards their
Also this committee serves as stated purposes and achieve a that the Student Congress Advisory Council.
should try to do something about
3. Yes. Even though the Stuone of the best means of com- sense of coordination.
the way that registration is han- dent Congress does receive a
munication between organiza2. The lunch line problem has dled at GSC. In our present sy- portion of this student activity
tions.
been a persistent one for a long stem of registering there is such fee, none is delegated to the
time, and I think that this
There will be the task of should be handled by the repre- a push-and-shove situation that social committee. A large porthe strong survive and the weak tion of this fee goes toward athworking toward beter cohesion sentatives of the students, the take electives. As the college letics. This is as it should be;
Today-Friday April 22-23
of campus organizations. Also I Student Congress. It could be grows this condition will be- no less should be done. But, a
"SYLVIA"
coordinated
by
the
Congress
come
increasingly
worse.
larger
amount
needs
to
be
alplan to keep Student Congress
with the help of the students.
3. Yes, the Student Congress loted to the Student Congress so Carroll Baker - Geo. Maharis
informed of the actions of this
Saturday April 24
3. The Student Congress, as
committee so as to help them the elected representative of should have some part in plan- that the social committee could
Starts 3:15 5:15 7:15 9:15
ning the use of the student
formulate their policies in the the students, is the appropriate activity fee, but the Student
"UNDER THE YUM
area of campus organizations.
body to handle these funds. Congress should not have sole
YUM TREE"
They are in close contact with
Starts 4:55 8:25
An evaluation of all policies their fellow students and know power of decision. Consultation
of faculty and administration
For
will be conducted. There are, their wishes.
"BOY TEN FEET TALL"
and a vote of the student body
two reasons for this: to help
starts 3:15 6:45 10:00
2nd
Vice*
President
4.
The
policy
of
presenting
as a whole should be influencinform me of what has taken
Sun. thru Wed. April 25 - 28
1. The purpose of the second
place before this year, and to "big-name" entertainment for es and guides for the Student
"STRANGE
find out the problems that the students has been a most Congress to use in deciding this vice president is to act as
chairman of the Committee on
BEDFELLOWS"
should be emphasized and work- welcomed activity. It should be issue.
continued and possibly expanded with.
Starts Sunday 2:00 3:50 9:00
4. I'm in favor of doing what Campus Organizations. In fulfiled.
the majority of the students ling the office of second vice Starts week days at 3:27 5:15
2. I'm sure Student Congress
5. One of the big complaints want. If the student body de- president it would be my obli7:00 8.-50
has several programs they want of many students is the wide sires a revision of the policy gation to execute the duties of
emphasized that I'm not fami- discrepancy
in
the grading of Student Congress in regard this office as set forth in the
liar with. Yet, there are two scales used by the different de- to ''big-name" entertainment, constitution of the Student Conprograms I'd like to see Stu- partments. At some points there then it should be revised. If gress and to the needs of the
Today - Friday April 22-23
dent Congress pick up. One is is a. ten point difference for the the present policy'is satisfacto- student body.
"FERRY CROSS
the "honor system" that was in- same letter grade. I believe ry to most of the students then
2. Before initiating any new
itiated during my freshman that all grading scales should it can remain as it is. This, programs we need to utilize the
THE MERSEY"
year. With the backing of the be standardized, and I further too, should be determined by a existing programs to the fullest
GERRY
A PACEMAKERS
Student Congress and the help believe that the Student Con- vote of, or a questionnaire! to, extent.
Starts
7:30 10:30
of the administration, I believe gress should make a study of the students. '
3 Since the Student Congress
"YOUNG LOVERS"
a successful system can be put this problem and make suggesis the campus governing body
in effect.
tions toward a solution.
8:45 only
and
presently
is furnishing
Saturday- only April 24
Secretary
much
of
the
"big-name"
enterI'd also Tike to see Student
tainment for the campus, a porPYRO MAN WITHOUT
Congress back the Chapel of all
.1. As secretary of. Hie Student tion of these funds should be
A FACE"
Faiths. Religion is an imporCongress one would keep an ac- set up for the Congress to carBarry Sullivan
■' _ ■
tant phase of campus life that
curate record of the procedures ry this out with. With a set For.
the Congress often tends to.
starts 7:30 and 10:45
and. business of Student Con- amount coming in each quarter
Treasurer
overlook. .
"PSYCHO"
gress in addition to handling the the Congress could sponsor
Janet Leigh
1. The purpose of the office of correspondence of the organiza- more famous groups and spon3. Yes. The student activity
tion. If elect- sor a larger variety of enterat 9:15 only
fee is to be used for the ben- treasurer is to keep the money
ad; I would tainment. These fees would eli- Sunday, Mon. Tues. April 25-27
efit of the student. Since the straight and to keep the Confulfill the a- minate the need for dorm fees.
"YESTERDAY, TODAY
Student Congress is the repre- gress informed of its financial
bove requireThe present policy does not
sentative "for the student body, situation. If eleoted, I plan to do
AND TOMORROW."
ments of the need
revising;
instead, the
it should definitely have a part this to the best of my ability.
Sophia Loren
office
of
secre2.
The
Congress
needs
to
existing program should
be
in planning the use of this fee.
Sunday at 8:00 P. M.
tary to the broadened to include a larger
strengthen some of the programs
See a complete show as late as
best of my variety of entertainment.
4. I was informed by Presi- it now has underway. The dining
9:30 Mon. Tues. at 7:30 and 9:40
ability. Being
dent L. W, Hartley, that the pur- room, and parking situations
5 The entertainment program
Wed April 28
i part of the at Georgia Southern is limited
pose of initiating the "big- need work. The Congress should
1
"TOPKAPI"
Student
Conname" entertainment policy by seek a better relationship with
to lesser name groups. The proColor
the Student Congress was to get the faculty and administration.
gress and gram should be enlarged to inat 9:15 only
_ sharing in its clude bigger names and a wid3. Definitely! . The money
other organizations interested
GASSETT
governing ac- er range of entertainment, thus
and started in sponsoring "big- comes from; the. students and is
"INVITATION TO A
name" groups.. Now if this pur- used for the students; the stu- tions would be a valuable exper- furnishing a type of entertainGUNFIGHTER"
pose has ben fulfilled, it's, pos- dents should help decide how it ience.
ment to suit the taste of every
at 7:30 and 11:15
sible that the-rmoney for said is to be used.
1, No comment.
student.
entertainers could be put to oth^ , 4. The policy of bringing, a
3^ In the planning of the use
er interest .benefiting Georgia "big-Aame'.*. group to the carat of the Student Activity' fee, I
Southern Students.
pus each quarter is a good one. think
the
Student Congress
I ; believe that the Congress Should have an active part.
5. I'd ' like' to address this should Continue to do this when
Even though there are students
Statement to the students. The there is a need. A better way to on the Campus Life Enrichment
Student Congress is your repre- bring these groups would be to
sentative body. It's your liason offer assistance to some othetr Committee, the Student Congress represents the student
between the administration and organization. This would relieve body as a whole and would be
yourself. It's'your responsibility the Congress of many of the
able to contribute to the selecto elect the individuals who will time-consuming problems creatof events' to be presented
be the most faithful to the job, ed by bringing these groups tion
to the students.
the ones who will put ideas to and would allow them more time
4. I think the Congress' polwork, and the ones with a to work on problems that could
icy of collecting the activity fee
clear perception of a truth. So not be solved by these other.orat the beginning of each quarfor your sake, vote and elect ganizations.
ter'
and bringing a "big-name"
your candidate on April 27.
5. Let's All Vote!
group per quarter is very good.
All the students thoroughly enTHE GEORGE-ANNE
APRIL 23, 1965
PAGE7 joy this activity.

GEORGIA
THEATER

Roger Jessup

IN

Blimp Davis

FRANKLIN LANE-REXALL DRUG

Out Of Bounds
By RON MAYHEW, Sports Editor

Hanner, for whom tne w
named

" stage mustL be
i. set
„t by
i«r running
mnnine the calendar
The

New School Name."
f or the
This name change ushered m * new
marked
school that we nowjmow a^J^f<mlldil* in
the fourth naming of the scnooi su
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GSC Catcher Allen Payne Tags Out Pembroke Runner
Payne Was Injured On Play And Left Ballgame Afterward

Southern Splits Two Game
rid 5#SiS5S Ha-r of GSC faculty sucSeries Against Pembroke

L S^thern College Athletic Team^

^

The topeOf t*!page -^iation Building

ner

h

ff^^^ner'' Under the headline were

cumbus ^nexf ^g^ what did he do for Georgia S^rC^? Why was the gymnasium named

coach
Clements
remarked Payne led off with a double
By RON MAYHEW
"We're just not hitting well followed by Stan Sumner who
Bobby Butler
Sports Editor
enough. It was good though that grounded out.
f r
but Payne was thrown
° ^uliam S. Hanner pined the college faculty in Georgia Southern split their we did hit when we had to." singled
out trying to reach third. Lehseries with Pembroke State ColA scoring spree in Saturday's man Stanley doubled scoring
lege last week,
winning the
inning netted four runs for Butler. Royce Exley then pop1930
Tennessee
wher^ he peeved
^
^^ opener, 4-3, and losing Satur- first
Pembroke and proved to be the ped a single to score Stanley.
day's dual, 3-6.
decisive victory margin for the
He obtained his master s aegi
rtivision 0f exact
A lone fourth inning run came
The first game saw the Eagles Braves as they rolled to a 6-3
Mr Hanner was both chairman of the diviion.01
when Larry Groce sacrificed
trail
most
of
the
contest
with
win over the Eagles.
fences and: faculty athletic chairman until his death
Jimmy Dobson across the plate.
their only runs coming on a two
Wayne Nunn was the winner
run single in the third by Stan for Pembroke while Bobby PierSouthern hits the road this
at6
His chief interest was in youth of America. He Sumner that drove in Bobby ce took the loss for Georgia week, to play Wake Forest in
Butler and Jerry Stephens. Ste- Southern. Jimmy Dobson re- Winston Salem, N. C. on Thursphens was courtesy running for lieved Pierce in the second and day, and Davidson in Davidson
Allen Payne. A single by Leh- gave the Braves only two addi- N. C. on Friday and Saturday.
man Stanley drove Stan SumThe Eagles' next home game
tional runs.
will
be Tuesday, April 27, againner across in the eighth.
Southern's biggest scoring
1
Pembroke's runs came as was in the second inning. Allen st Jacksonville University.
they scored one'run each in the
third, fourth, and fifth innings.
A shoestring catch in the top
of the ritnth by left fielder Larry Groce closed out Pembroke's
game with the score tied, 3-3.
Chico Jones led off in the
^r^eciation of his many contributions and his bottom of the ninth, blasting a Georgia Southern's golf team Harold Varn rounded out the
single to right field, giving him
sincere interest in athletics at the college, the State three hits for four trips to bat. got back into winning stride last winning team, shooting an 85,
also scoring a division tie and
Board o Regents unanimously authorized the^naming Jackie Hammond was hit by a Friday, defeating Valdosta State, compiling two and one-half Eagle
ball and went to first. college, iey2-iy2.
afThe then new physical education plant as the W. S. Ditched
Bouncing back after the prev- points.
At this point Pembroke Coach
In team play Andy Pennington
ious
week's loss to Mercer, the
Ray
Pennington
decided
that'
Hanner Building.
^^ R L winburri) re_
and Hank Lehwald won their
Eagles
turned
on
a
scoring
spree
Robert Hughes had pitched ecompletely overturned the match with one division tie, scortiredcomp'troher of°th7colleXwno died in 1964, wrote nough for the day and put m that
ing two and one-half points.
Joe McMenamin, a six foot Valdosta Rebels.
Team two, composed of Wright
"To those" of us who knew him the longest andwho three right hander.
Leading the six man team was
North
and Harold Varn, swept all
knew him the best, the thing that made him the trust- Bobby Butler, the first batter Wright North, who shot a 72 to divisions
in their match for the
win his match and give the, Eato
face
McMenamin,
blasted
a
ed friend of so many students was no secret to us. It
remaining three points.
gles
three
points.
ground shot through the pitwas not so much his knowledge as his *^«™£ cher's glove, and hustled down Andy Pennington was next in The Eagles' next match will
line with 77, also adding three be against Erskine in Statesboro,
in relating this knowledge to the world of actual ex- to first on the error.
Tuesday, April 27. The Erskine
Catcher Allen Payne then points to the Georgia Southern Flying Fleet is expected to be
to the plate and blasted total.
fie
"To know the answers to questions on points of came
Hank Lehwald shot 79 but tied strong in both team depth and
a line shot that bounced off the
play, making the
fact may be highly profitable, but not nearly as valu- left field fence, scoring Jones his Valdosta opponent in one of individual
match a nip and tuck dual
three
scoring
divisions,
netting
able in terms of everyday living as being ^mediate.y for the winning run.
through the last hole.
Simmons took the win two and one-half points.
able to feel as one ought and act as one should m the forAllen
GSC and Robert Hughes of
situation that arises ..."
Pembroke was charged with the
"His activity of thought, too was a challenge — loss.
Van Heusen CREASE - SET
not only to the student, but to all who knew him, for When asked about the game

. He had^ ^f^^^ZSTZ^-

^Jl^Tm^^^. Ha- was

s^^ss^ as

North Paces Victory As GSC
Linksmen Romp Past Valdosta

his mind was actively interested, and with much intensity it was constantly attentive. His mind was excited
by the nature of things, and he was curious as to their
being — a vigorous mind — a mind that wanted to

Richard J. Mandes, public relations director of
Georgia Southern College, was a GSC student at the
time of Mr. Hanner's death.
. ,' .,
4.
Mr. Mandes wrote a beautiful editorial tribute to
Mr Hanner that was also published in the first 1960
George-Anne issue. Its concluding paragraph read:
"W S Hanner, whose warmth could be felt in his
handshake, whose face was wrinkled with years of
wonderful smiles, and whose mind housed a reverence
for learning, will be seen as the winds whisper to tne
pines, when the basketball crowd roars to its feet, as
students settle into the new Herty Building for leaming and he will walk with us in everlasting memories

pANTS — PERMANT PRESS SLACKS
Never Need Ironing

$6.95

Van Heusen JACK SHIRTS $5.00 $6.95
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SCEARCE, CLEMENTS

Appreciation Day Planned
As Local Interest Soars

The J. B. Scearce and J. E.
Clements Appreciation Day has
attracted widespread interest
from both Statesboro citizens
and Georgia Southern students.
The dinner honoring the two
coaches is planned for Tuesday,
April 27, at 8 p.m. A large
crowd is expected, comprising
students, faculty, friends, and
well known former GSC athletic stars.
Among the names of invited
guests are: Chester Webb, holder of many GSC basketball records; Scotty Perkins, basketball coach at South Georgia
College, and who is said to have
been one of the greatest all
around basketball players that
ever attended Georgia Southern;
Fran Florian, who was well
known for his high scoring on
the 1963-64 GSC cage team and
who scored 60 points in a game
against Jacksonville University;
and Hollis Ray Powell, who, in
the opinion of many, would have
easily made the major league

baseball ranks if he had not
suffered an injury.
The outstanding records compiled by Scearce and Clements
are well known to GSC athletic fans. All students and faculty members are cordially invited to attend the banquet to
pay homage to these two great
coaches.
Dr. Ralph K. Tyson, Dean of
Students, has offered his assistance in the ticket sales with
the aid of professional and ser-

vice fraternities at Georgia Southern.
The Statesboro Junior Chamber of Commerce together with
many local businesses is handling the sale of tickets in
Statesboro.
Joe Axelson, former GSC director of public relations, will
be master of ceremonies for the
evening. Mr. Axelson is presently assistant executive secretary of the National Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics.

Martinis, Mets Take IM Lead
Men's Intramural basketball
Men's Intramural basketball
action was fast and furious action was fast and furious
Monday night in two games Monday night in two games
played in the Alumni Gym.
played in the Alumni Gym.
In the first game the Martinis
In the first game the Martidefeated the Trolls, 56-40. Lead- nis defeated the Trolls, 56-40.
ing the Martinis was Jimmy Leading the Martinis was JimLangham with 21 points. Pac- my Langham with 21 points.
ing the Trolls were Andy Duffy Pacing the Trolls were Andy
with 15 points and James Wynn Duffy with 15 points and James
with 10.
Wynn with 10.
In the second game the Mets
In the second game the Mets
squeezed by the Number l's in squeezed by the Number l's in
the last two minutes of play, the last two minutes of play,
54-45. Leading the Mets were 54-45. Leading the M'ets were
Claude Frazier with 29 points, Claude Frazier with 29 points,
high for the evening's action! high for the evening's action,
and Joe Phillips who bagged and Joe Phillips who bagged
eight. The Number l's were led eight. The Number l's were led
by Bobby Clarke and Don Cal- by Bobby Clarke and Don Callaway, each with 14 points.
laway, each with 14 points.

TROUSERED BY CO
H

Armenio Rolls
New High Game

// \\

NLY CORBIN MAKES NATURAL
HOULDER WALKING SHORTS®

Tuesday night's bowling action
saw several unexpected upsets
of the league's losing teams.

, PEPPER POT MADRAS

The Gutenkeglers continue to
dominate first spot in team standings with a 24-8 record but they
lost six games Tuesday, greatly
Southern Athletic Coaches To Be Honored
lessening their lead over the
Coaches J. I. Clements and J. B. Scearce Banquet Tuesday
league.
Second, third, and fourth spots
are occupied by the Kingpinners,
tions."
22-10; Oddballs, 18-14; and the
Activities eligible for inclusion
Uh-Oh's, 18-14.
on the rating sheets may date
Rounding out the league posifrom last year's Honors day,
tions this week are: The Hornets,
which was held on May 11.
18-14; the Untouchables, 14-18;
This was concluded after a
(Continued from Page 1)
the Alley Cats, 14-18; the Pin
discussion by the Committee
Clappers, 14-18; and Pen-Pushers
wards. A motion that Georgia about whether the organization
12-20; and the Strikers, 6-26.
Southern faculty members and or the administration of the orHigh averages are held by Bob
outstanding Statesboro business- ganization was being judged.
Lackey and Babs Brown with 171
men serve as judges was deIt was decided that a changeand 160, respectively; however feated.
over of officers did not affect
Bob Armenio is challenging LacIn its place, a motion that the the execution of the organizakey's 171 with his own 170.
Armenio also established a new Committee itself rate the va- tion's purposes, and that the orhigh game for the league with a rious organizations was passed. ganization itself was being
Blanchard explained that the rated.
224, while Babs Brown had wo'RIOTS *
men's high game with 157.
Committee will be divided into
The Committee of Campus OrThe Kingpinners continue to several smaller committees of
dominate high team standings three members each. Members ganizations also discussed last
with 657 and high team series will not be allowed to rate or- year's campus "riots" at the
with 1824.
ganizations in the same cate- Monday night meeting.
Jimmy Hilliard, representing
On this week's honor roll are: gory as the organizations to
Sigma Epsilon Chi,
recomJimmy Williamson, 563; Bob Ar- which they belong.
mended that the Committee
menio, 539; George Lumpkin, 517;
FAIRNESS
support Alpha Phi Omega's
and Bob Lackey, 508.
For example, a member of stand against a reoccurrence of
one service fraternity would not similar acts.
be allowed to rate another serThe
Committee agreed to
vice fraternity.
work out a plan of action to
Two groups will rate each or- be used should any incidents ocganization. Blanchard stated cur this quarter. The plans will
that this is done "in order to be discussed more fully at next
insure fairness to all organiza- week's meeting.
The Eagle tennis team dropped
both their matches last week to
THE GEORGE-ANNE
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the Citadel and Appalachian
State Teacher's College, 1-8, and
3-6.
A top ranked Citadel team
swept eight of nine matches from
the determined but outclassed
Eagle netters.
The lone winner for Southern
!/2 Fried Chicken Only $1.00
was Alec Caswell, who defeated
Denny Walker of the Citadel, 6-3
and 6-4.
Although faring slightly better,
the net team also fell to Appalachian State opponents, each
team having to play a full three
set match to do so.
Combination Ocean Fresh Seafood
Mack Poss was the lone singles
winner for GSC as he defeated
Platter—$1.50
Boyles of the Citadel, 6-1, 6-8,
and 6-1.
The Eagles go to Valdosta
State this afternoon to meet the
Rebels then return to StatesI Miles North U. S. 301—Open till 9 p.m.
boro tomorrow to play host to
the Erskine Flying Fleet.

Corbm's exciting- new concept of pit loomed
tabncs in unusual bleeding native colorings!
This new look, a pepper pot collection of duo-1
tones, is masculine and congenial. If you prefer solids, repp
stripes, checks or plaids in other
fabrics, we have them in abundance. Cut in the Corbin manner for calculated comfort.

Organizations
To Compete . . .

$12.95

others 4.95 up

G/\r\JT:
SHIRTMAKERS

Eagle Net Team
Defeated Twice

ONDAY SPECIAL

THURSDAY - FREDAY
SAT. SPECIAL
ALLEN'S RESTAURANT

Madras
Imported-from-lncfia bleeding madras.
All hand-picked by Gant. Bold, bright,
distinctive—they keep adding character
with each washing.'

DONALDSON-RAMSEY
Store For Men
STATESBORO, GEORGIA

North Carolina Takes Win
As Eagles' Hitting Slumps
Displaying some powerful hitting, the Tar Heels of the University of North Carolina defeated Georgia Southern, 10-5,
in their game April 15.
Although North Carolina dominated the game both offensively and defensively, Southern
opened the fireworks in the second inning, scoring the first
run. Allen Payne singled and

The

George-Anne |

moved to second on a sacrifice
by Stan Sumner. Barry Peavey
struck out, but Lehman Stanley came through with a single
to score Payne.
The Tar Heels bounced back
in the third inning, scoring five
big runs on three hits and three
GSC errors. Black led off with
a single and moved to second
on Bill Danneman's walk. Fleming hit a sacrifice fly and
Hume walked to loud the bases.
Prindle reached base on an error followed by Talboth, who
walked, and Shaw, who hit into a fielder's choice. Bonzek and

*

Sports I
Proclamation

Eagles Hit Road
For Three Games

SAVE MONEY
at

Going into the road series the
top batter for Georgia Southern
is Tommy Jones, who should
prove trouble for opposing pitching with his .373 average.

♦he COilege Pharmac
"Where the Crowds Go"

DuBarry SEVEN WINDS MIST SUPREME
Refills

FREE until

January 1966
Revlon PRIVATE EYES, $5.00 value
Only $2.50

Complete line Suntan Preparations
Sun Glasses, Tennis & Golf Equipment
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The Eagle baseballers take to
the road this week to play three
games against two North Carolina teams, then return to Statesboro to face Jacksonville University on Tuesday, April 27.

lege has made improvement in
A PROCLAMATION
quantity and quality under their
By the Chairman of the
direction and has attained natCounty Commissioners of
ional success and recognition,
BULLOCH COUNTY
direction and has attained natAfter Tuesday's Jacksonville
WHEREAS, J. I. Clements ional success and recognition,
and J. B. Scearce Jr. are to be
game,
the Eagles journey to Mahonored on Tuesday, April 27, and
con on Wedne,sday to take on
1965 by their colleagues, stuWHEREAS, J. I. Clements
Claude Smith's Mercer Bears.
dents and friends, and
and J. B. Scearce Jr. have conWHEREAS, J. .1. Clements tributed immeasurably to their
In the first road game the Eaand J. B. Scearce Jr. have stim- community in all phases of its gles play Wake Forest in Winsulated the students at Georgia life.
ton-Salem on Thursday, April 22.
Southern College toward attainNOW THEREFORE, be it re- The Demon Deacons of Wake
ment of success and happiness,
solved that Bulloch County, Forest, coached by Jack Staland
WHEREAS, J. I. Clements Georgia acting through the Bul- lings, are famed for outstandand J. B. Scearce Jr. have ex- loch County Boar.d of Commis- ing playing in past years but
hibited those fine qualities of sioners and Chairman of the Coach Clements remarked that
sportsmanship which reflect fa- Board of Commissioners do they are somewhat weaker this,
vorably upon Georgia Southern hereby commend J. I. Clements year.
College and Bulloch County, and J. B. Scearce Jr. for theii
Friday and Saturday Georgia
r\tst-r.:V:"-~ ~cYcvev_icnts ant
Georgia, and
WHEREAS, J. T. C'cr.ients ;iccess and wish for them all Southern will be in Davidson,
and J. B. Scearce Jr. h-.ve con- }f life's success which they so N. C. playing the Wildcats of
cerned themselves with the im- -ichly deserve and do designate Davidson College. Southern deprovement of the youth of this Tuesday, April 27, 1965 as J. I. feated Davidson in both games of
country and particularly the stu- Clements and J. B. Scearce Jr. their series played in Statesboro
in March 29 and 30, by scores of
dents of Georgia Southern Col- appreciation day.
Frank Proctor, Chairman 13-0, and 4-1.
lege in the field of athletics, and
Bulloch County Board
WHEREAS, the athletic progThe strength of the Jacksonof Commissioners
ram of Georgia Southern Colville lineup is somewhat of a
mystery to speculators.
It is
agreed, however, that they will
not be easy to beat.

By one for $5.00,

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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Tommy Jones Bounces Across Plate With Winning Run
Eagle Centerfielder Ends First Game With Pembroke State

Woodward followed with back to
back singles.
After the second inning Southern was held in check until the
sixth when four runs were pushed across the plate, however
this scoring was not sufficient
to overcome the North Carolina
lead.
Bill Dannemann was credited
with the win for North Carolina, while the loss was charged to Jerry Stephens of Georgia
Southern. Stephens was relieved in the seventh inning by Ronnie McLemore.
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Bobby Butler is the Eagles'
number two hitter, currently at
the .339 mark. Butler also leads
in runs scored with 22, and bases
on balls with 19.

SUPER PAR
SERVICE STATION

SAVE
3c
A Gallon
On Gas!
431 S. Main Street
Statesboro, Ga.

^SSU'RB CRAKiipWITtf FKUSTlWiNG' YOUR 6TUC7ENT5
fcVVOlJK. CONSTANT" OLP6S$QQN\ 0£F£p£NG£5 TO °JHB
PAY Of RECKONING'AFTER. FOOTBALL 5EA50M.

Yellow Jackets Take First Lead
In Girl's Intramural Athletics
The second night's action of a close 15-12.
the girls' volleyball tournament,
In the final game the Terplayed Wednesday, April 14, mites eliminated the Tigers
saw the Yellow Jackets defeat
the Termites, 14-8, in the first from the tournament by scores
game and 15-11 in the second. of 15-3 and 15-9. Brenda ButThe match between the Py- ler's serving and Pat Vedder's
thons and the Tigers ended with all around play sparked the winthe Pythons winning the best ning Termites.
two out of three games. The
At the end of the second
Pythons took the first game, j night of play there were four
15-12, behind the serving of teams left in the tournament:
Nancy Connel and the fine net the undefeated Yellow Jackets,
play of Brenda Scruggs and followed by the Termites, MusPhyllis Grimes.
tangs, and Pythons who have
The Tigers came back to take lost one each.
the second game, 15-9, however
SEMI—FINALS
the Pythons capped the match
The tournament semi-finals
with a 15-10 victory behind
were held Monday night, April
Brenda Scruggs' serving.
19.
The
Yellow Jackets took
In the night's first match the
three games to send the PyTermites
eliminated the Musthons to the loser's bracket. The
Yellow Jackets, behind a de- tangs, but required three games
termined squad and Mary Beth to do so. Opening action saw
Strickland's serving, defeated the Mustangs win, 17-15, after
the Pythons 15-6 in the first having trailed, 7-14. The Tergame only to have the Pythons mites came back to take the
come back taking the second next two games, 15-7 and 15-8.
win, 15-7. The Yellow Jackets Caroline Russell made several
theft held off several strong ral- outstanding plays in the Muslies to take the third game in tangs' losing effort. The Termites were led to victory by Pat
Vedder and LaVerne McDonald.
The Pythons defeated the Termites
in another three game
TEACHERS WANTED
dual. The Termites scored a
Southwest, entire west and
15-8 victory in the first game,
Alaska Salaries $5,400. up—
but the Pythons took the next
FREE registration
two, 15-7 and 15-13.
SOUTHWEST TEACHERS
AGENCY
Phyllis Grimes and Cheryl
1303 Central Ave. N. E.
Theus led the Pythons to qualAlbuquerque, N. M.
ify for the finals of the tournament.

ORGANIZATION NEWS

Delta Sig To Hold Banquet;
Two Groups Elect Officers

Delta Sigma Pi will hold a vited to participate in the next chairman.
banquet next week at the Holi- field trip, which is planned for
Also: Brenda Hattaway, a
day Inn in honor of the 14 con- this Sunday.
sophomore
from Griffin, publitestants for the title of "Rose
city co-chairman; and Helen
of Delta Sigma Pi."
DELTA PI ELECTS OFFICERS Belcher, a freshman, project
The purpose of the banquet is
Larry Demby, a junior from chairman.
to allow the executive and soOfficers
will
be installed
Atlanta, was elected President
cial committees of the fraternof Delta Pi Alpha, local service Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the
ity to become better acquainted fraternity, for spring quarter.
home of Martha Lamb.
with the candidates before preOther officers include Richard
senting the five finalists to the
M'cBride, a sophomore from
brothers of Delta Sigma Pi.
Brunswick, vice president; Jack
Smiling and enjoying the spring sunshine is Miss Bobbie Lander'
The candidate who is chosen Harvey, a senior from Thomson,
a junior from, Gainesville. Miss Landers is an elementary eduda- "Rose of Delta Sigma Pi" will treasurer; Jim Smith, a junior
be crowned by Gloria Lane at a from Albany, secretary; Jim
tion major and is the George-Anne Southern Bell foir this week
formal dance to be held on Kauffman, a junior' from MarSaturday, May 1, at the Holi- tinex, chaplain; and Joe Blan(Continued from Page 1)
day Inn.
chard, a junior from Evans, wards which are presented on
Jimmy Hughes, Fame record- sergeant-at-arms.
Honors Day.
ing artist whose hits include
The fraternity has also initiatSECRETARY
"Steal Away" and "Try Me," ed 10 pledges into the memberCompeting for the office of
will entertain at the dance.
ship. They are: Larry Duncan, secretary are Ruth Gassett, a
Max Kennedy, Kent Dykes, junior art education major from
By JULIA EASON
ARCHAEOLOGY SOCIETY
Rick Stevens, Gary Stough, Marshallville, and Jeri Prince,
Due to the upcoming Student Congress election grade reThe Archaeology Society re- Henry Brown, Hoke Smith, and a junior math major from Moulquirements of Student Congress members have been discussed cently participated in excavat- Bill Suggs.
trie.
The Inquiring Reporter asked this question: Should a Student ing an Indian mound in the
The secretary of the Student
Congress member be required to have a 2.5 average' Why
or Francis Marion Reserve near HOME ECONIMICS CLUB
Congress is in charge of keepJ
why not?
Charleston, S. C. as the guests I Betty Allen,
a sophomore ing a record of Congress proof the Archaeology Society of from Clyo, was elected Presi- ceedings and filing a copy with
Joanna Hamilton, Ft. Gaines- average!
the University of South Caro- dent of the Home Economics the Dean of Students office.
Yes. Those students who are
Club for 1965-66.
Dave Lockridge, Atlanta,-Yes. lina.
TREASURER
elected to serve as our leaders At least. Though I may never
The exact dates of the findOther officers are: Claire NeThe candidates for the Office
should be interested in their ac- make it, I'll feel much better, ings have not been ascertained, well, a sophomore from Byron, of treasurer are Jimmy Walea,
ademic work.
represented by those who do. but evidence shows the arti- first vice president; Jennifer a sophomore from Garden City,
L. W. Hartley, Savannah-Yes.
facts to be several thousand Williams, a sophomore from and "Blimp" Davis, a junior
Pat Kelly, Sylvania - Yes. Ac- years old.
A 2.5 average isn't so far above
Statesboro, second vice presi- from Americus.
a student's head that he cannot ademic work should come first,
The Archaeology Society also dent; Linda Gayle Willis, a
The treasurer is chairman of
attain this. Student Congress then if his average is main- visited the Charleston Museum, sophomore from Sycamore, se- the Finance Committee and
members are campus leaders, tained a person should be able the Citadel, and the waterfront, cretary;
Glenda Helmy,
a | handles all financial business of
they should toe leaders academ- to participate in extracurricular
All interested persons are in freshman from Clyo, publicity the Congress.
activities.
ically as well.
Division representatives will
Glenda Heath, Girard-Yes. If
Andy Duffy, Macon - Yes. A
be elected within the various
a person is a leader he should member of the Student Conacademic divisions.
be able to maintain his acade- gress should be responsible emic average.
nough to keep his grades up.
Ralph Dean, Jacksonville, Fla.
Mary Ann Davis, SopertonPre - Mothers Day
Yes. People who are represent- Yes. If a person is interested
ing the student body should be enough to take part in student
—SPECIAL
required to have a C-plus ave- government, he should mainrage. This will eliminate those tain his academic average.
who cannot take part in extraPenn Smith, Savannah - Yes.
"Spring Swing Week" plans are nearing completion, and the
curricular activities and keep Grades are not the only, or best
their grades up.
way to evaluate a person, but sophomiore class, sponsor of the event, outlined three more activiDiana New, Harrison - I sup- they indicate his abilities to ties, according to Bill Dekie, president.
TALENT SHOW
pose so. Although, a person some degree.
entry blanks may be obtained
The Lamar Harris Memorial from the House Councils. All
can be a good leader without
Beverly Maddox, Savannah having extremely high grades. Yes, or even higher. A student Talent Show will take place in entries must be returned by
Paul Smith, Hazlehurst - Yes. leader must be well informed McCroan Auditorium on Mon- May 4.
Anyone who is representing the in all matters. In order to be day, May 3 at 7:30 p.m.
An admission of 50 cents per
student body should have a C- well informed, he must have adplus average or higher.
vanced study. It stands to rea- student will be charged, and
Paula Moore, Pinehurst - Yes. son that if he has this advan- proceeds will go the Lamar
If they are smart enough to be ced study, his grade average is Harris Scholarship Fund.
Faculty, members will judge
campus leaders, they should be going to be well above a Cthe show, and the sophomores
smart enough to make a 2.5 plus.
will award trophies for first,
second, and third places.
Any student may enter the
Twilight The
contest, but the deadline for apInterdenominational
plications is Monday.
Vesper Service on Campus
FOOD AND DANCE
On Wednesday, May 5, a barwill be held each afterbecue and street dance will
noon this week down by
The Hendricks Hall House
Women must use vending ma- take place at 5:30 p.m. and
the Lake at 5:41
Council has decided on a list chines, toilets, water fountains, 7:30 p.m. respectively. The coleveryone
is invited
lege
band
will
entertain
at
the
of regulations concerning the and other facilities provided in
barbecue; and the Dimensions,
their
own
dormitories.
No
one
—•—
sunbathing area located behind
a local combo will provide
may sunbathe alone.
The
GSC
Swimming
Hendricks Hall.
music
for
the
dance
in
front
Sunbathing on Sunday is perof the Administration Build- Pool is open to all student
mitted
only
after
noon.
No
male
The regulations were formed
ing.
from 1:00 to 6: P. M.
by a committee of students and visitors may accompany woVandy's Restaurant will furreceived approval from the Of- men at the sunbathing area, nish the barbecue, and the
—•—
fice of Student Personnel, ac- and men are prohibited beyond event will take the place of the
the
front
entrance
of
Hendricks.
Entry
Blanks for the
cording to Ann Perry, secretary
REG. $1.25 EACH
Failure to comply with these evening meal.
Sophomore Sprjng Swing
of the House Council.
THE HUNT
rules will result in revoking the
NOW
3 FOR $2.99! j
A Scavenger Hunt, scheduled Math Quiz may be picked
The sunbathing area begins at privilege of sunbathing.
for M'ay 6, will begin at 7 p.m.
up in the science office
the west side of the dormitory
TIFFANIQUE (silky nylon and
and end at 9 p.m., according
and extends to the end of that
Trophies will be given
Bemberg rayon) pantie, with
to Buddy Aultman of the Hunt
side. Smoking is permitted Stonier Selects Price
helenca-backed
elastic at waist
Committee.
—•—
while sunbathing, but women
Three
teams
from
each
dormand
leg.
A
superb
pantie, and
are urged to use caution be- For Banking Session
This Friday Night
itory will participate, and each
cause of a fire hazard.
at
this
price
a
superb
value! Style,
The Famous
Larry E. Price, professor in team will have 15-25 members.
2400
in
White.
Sizes
4 to 7.
Women must wear raincoats the Georgia Southern College Teams will assemble in front
FOUR SEASONS
and other appropriate clothing Business Division, is one of five of the Administration Building
will appear in the
(excluding towels and beach- academicians selected to be at 6:45 and receive directions
Hanner Gym
coats) to the sunbathing area the guest of The Stonier Grad- and final rules for the hunt.
from 8:30 until 10:30
from dormitories other than uate School of Banking for its
The first place women's team
Hendricks. Women are not per- two-week session this summer. and the first place men's team
mitted to wear their hair rolled
Price will receive a Leonard will receive awards which will
up when outside their respec- P. Ayres Fellowship for this be presented at intermission of
Fashion 2nd Floor
tive dormitories.
the Platters Concert on Satursession.
STORE HOURS: Week
day night, May 8.
Rules for the hunt will be
Days 9 to 6—ed. 9 to 12
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posted in the dormitories, and
Sat. 9 to 6:30

Candidates
Await . . .

Inquiring Reporter

Plans For Spring
Swing Underway

Formfit| Rogers

'HE-MONEf

House Council Sets Sunbathing
Rules For Hendricks Hall Area

Things
Happening

CURRIE
STUDIOS

PANTIE SALE!

ASEBALL CONTEST

Pick the Winners
Win $10.00 Cash!

Address or
Dormitory of Student
City & State
Name

—...

Circle all the winners and receive $10.00 cash. If no one gets all the winners the
person naming the most winners will receive $5.00 in cash from The George-Anne.
In case contestants tie the prize money is equally divided.
1. In each ad on this page you will find two college teams scheduled to compete this week.
Check the teams you think will win. Tie games count against you unless indicated.
2. Mail or bring your entry to The George-Anne office located in the Frank I. Williams
Center not later than 2 p.m. Friday. Letters must be postmarked before this. time.
3. Members of The George-Anne staff are not eligible to win.
4. Members of Faculty, Administration, and Staff are Eligible.
5. Only TWO ENTRIES per person.
LAST WEEK'S WINNER — Howard Williamson

Pyrofax Gas Corp.
Bottle - Bulk
6 E. Vine St.

764-2700

Minnesota—Detroit (Fri.)

City Dairy Co.
Grade A Dairy Products
Pasteurized Homogenized Vitamin D Milk
Kansas City — Cleveland (Fri)

WWNS RADIO
Hear College Football
EVERY SATURDAY!
Chicago — Washington (Fri.)

Sea Island Bank
and it's

Franklin Chevrolet Co.
Inc.
Johnson's Minit Mart

STATESBORO

"When You Run Out of Something
Run Out to the Minit Mart"

MUSIC BOX

OPPOSITE HOSPITAL
Hours: Mon. - Sat., 9 - 9—Sun. 2 - 7
Philadelphia J Los Angeles (Fri.)

,

27 W. Main St.

—

Statesboro, Ga.

PHONE 764-3641
Pittsburgh — Houston (Sat.)

The Hobbycraft Shop Bulloch County Bank

Statesboro, Ga.

SERVICE STATION

American Gas and Oils

Rockwell Manufacturing Corporation

— PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE —

Los Angeles — N. Y. (A. L.) (Fri.)

Minnesota — Detroit (Sat.)

Curtis Volkswagen Inc.

The Statesboro
Telephone Co.

Milwaukee — Chicago (Fri.)

"if it's Musical, WE HAVKIT!"

"Hobby Headquarters"

Jake's American

PHONE 764-4114

"Complete Line of Hardware"

Medical Center
Pharmacy

U. S. 301

•**«•

Buggy & Wagon Co.
I Courtland St.
764-3214
St. Louis — Cincinnati (Sat.)

N. Y. — San Francisco (Fri.)

VOLKSWAGEN

Boston — Baltimore (Sat.)

"Open 8 Pays A Week" — FAIR ROAD
Pittsburgh — Houston (Fri.)

Boston — Baltimore (Fri.)

©

GUINN FORD. Inc.
Wrecking Service - 764-5404

Just Off the GSC Campus

Highway 301 North

MERCURY

60 E. Main Street
STATESBORO^ GEORGIA
Business Phone PoPular 45488
St. Louis — Cincinnati (Fri.)

SCIENCE - ART - CRAFT - MODELS
SUPPLIES
43 E. Main St.
764-5274

SOUTHSIDE BRANCH

FORD

"service with a smile"
Milwaukee — Chicago (Sat.)

Eagle's Roost
(Next To Dairy Hut)

— Private —

GSC Students ONLY!
Now Open from 5 to 12

N. Y. — San Francisco (Sat.)

"serving Statesboro and Bulloch County"
9 South Main St.

Statesboro

Chicago — Washington (Sat.)

LUNCH WIMS

